
 

Characters 

Monsieur Parrot (M/F)  - The detective 

Hannah Harper (F)   - Ex-member of a singing group 

Freddie Fustian (M)   - Assistant designer; fiancé of Hannah.  

Tracey Ticking (F)   - Personal Assistant to Hannah.  

Fabula Column-Inch (F)  - Press and media person.  

Bob Snippet (M)   - Cutting room supervisor and ex alcoholic.  

Maurice (M)    - Male model   

Marigold (F)    - Model and niece of Fabula. 

Charlie Cheviot (M)   - Sheep farmer. 

 



 

Act 1 

Scene 1 

 

Parrot: (Enters) Welcome mesdames and messieurs to the reconstruction of the famous case 

at the fashion show of La Maison d’Agneau. This mysterious murder has yet to be 

solved, which is why we’ve enrolled the brightest and best brains in the county, 

yours, to help solve it! After the reconstruction is over, I will re-introduce the 

characters to you, apart from the corpse naturellement, and send them round for 

interrogation.  

(Parrot Exits) 

Freddie:  (Enters stressed, and shouts) Hannah wants a word; can you all come out front now; 

and I mean now! 

Maurice:  (Peers round curtain or clothes rail) Well she can wait until I’m dressed can’t she?  

I’m half in and half out.  

Freddie:  (Shouts, stressed) I don’t give a fig which half you bring Maurice, but bring it out 

now. 

(Maurice goes back behind curtain.) 

Tracey:  (Enters stressed. To Freddie) Why does she have to see everyone now? The models 

aren’t even dressed, and I need to go through another routine with them. 

Freddie:  It’s her show, she calls the tune; and we all jump Tracey. Where’s Fabula? 

Tracey:  (Stressed) How would I know? She’s Press and Publicity, which seems to be 

shorthand for strutting around with a phone in your hand. I’m not only Hannah’s P.A. 

(lists) but I’m also responsible for the way the models present the clothes, arranging 

the seating; checking the toilets for toilet paper – (interrupted.) 

Freddie:  (Stressed) OK, OK Tracey; let’s lower the stress levels here. Take a deep breath. 

Tracey:  You take a deep breath! 

Freddie:  (De-stressing) OK let’s both take a deep breath; (goes to stand next to her). A deep 

breath from the abdomen and – let it go. Again, abdomen out, chest out, fill the lungs 

right up to the top, right to the top, like a water bottle, and - let it go like a balloon.  

(Freddie and Tracey both taking deep breaths and blowing out.) 

Maurice:  (Enters wearing dressing gown) Oh no, are we being balloons? Shall I join in? 

(Takes an exaggerated deep breath). 

Freddie:  If you want to. Now (relaxation exercise) slowly draw shoulders up to the ears and 

let them go quickly.  

(Freddie, Tracey and Maurice all join in.) 

Freddie:  Now jiggle everything, fingers, feet; loosen up; imagine you’re a jelly.  



 

(they all jiggle on spot).  

Maurice:  (Jiggling) What flavour darling? I rather fancy raspberry. 

Freddie: Any flavor you fancy Maurice. And now a little trot, jiggling as we go. 

(Freddie, Tracey and Maurice, a few seconds all trotting around and jiggling). 

Marigold:  (Enters wearing dressing gown) I’ve stuck my mascara brush in my eye with all this 

rushing! Look at me, my eye’s streaming. How can I go on the catwalk looking like 

I’m crying?  

Maurice:  Crying with happiness over the new autumn designs darling. 
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Fabula:  (Enters) What’s wrong? 

Maurice:  Marigold’s gouged her eye out.  

Fabula:  (Looks at her eye and ignores it) I mean all the panic.  

Tracey:  It’s Freddie; he’s getting in a state. 

Freddie:  A state is not what I get into. Hannah wants to talk to you all before the show. 

Tracey:  Which is why you’re in a state.  

(Tracey puts her arm around Freddie’s shoulders. Hannah enters like a 

whirlwind. Tracey removes her arm from Freddie’s shoulders quickly.) 

Hannah: I don’t want to hear about anyone being in a state! The press will be here in force, and 

their feedback will reflect in our sales. Now Fabula, make sure you keep their glasses 

topped up with bubbly. I want happiness bubbles to explode into their reviews.  

(Fabula a good opportunity to move over to drinks table to avoid clutter of cast 

in one place.)  

Freddie:  Hannah, darling, the designs stand on their own; the press don’t need to be drunk as 

skunks to appreciate them.  

Hannah:  The press are skunks. Leave no stone unturned; that’s my motto. And make sure the 

audience is blotto too.  

Fabula:  Fizz all round? 

Freddie:  Hannah, isn’t this going over the top? I know this new range is mostly my work, but 

you did say you had faith in it.  

Hannah:  I had faith in the tooth fairy until I was twelve! Maurice and Marigold, when you’re 

due on, you come on as soon as there’s a change of music.  
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Tracey:  (Interrupts defensively) Hannah if you don’t mind, I’m in charge of the 

choreography; the models know exactly what they’re doing. 

Hannah:  (Snaps) Well the last two you hired didn’t! The customers were sitting staring at the 

empty carpet for five minutes while they changed outfits. The clients must have 

thought we were a rug manufacturer! 

Tracey:  The zip was faulty, and jammed on the man’s dress trousers; we had to cut him out; 

and the evening dress was so tight it wouldn’t let the female model go. She had 

material burns on her er 

Maurice:  (Loudly) Bum? 

Tracey:  (Loudly) Abdomen.  

Hannah:  (Peers at cluster of purple petals on the catwalk carpet) Good grief what are these 

on the carpet?  

(They all look.)  

Marigold:  (Squints, still holding her eye) Are they sweetie wrappers? 

Hannah:  Sweetie wrappers! Sweetie wrappers! I can’t believe it! We’re expecting the press, 

celebrities, and wealthy customers who want a pure and natural product to come 

through that door, and what’s in the middle of the carpet, yukky, cheap, sugar laden, 

pimple making, obese making, disgusting, greasy (she stops and looks at it; kicks it 

out of the way).   

(All on stage stare down at petals.) 

Maurice:  (Defensively) If they’re sweetie wrappers, it wasn’t me. I’ve given them up. I’m 

having ‘e chocolates’. There’s a specially designated area outside, to stand and chew. 

Hannah:  Well don’t put any more weight on, or we’ll be hiring another male model! 

Maurice:  (Loudly) Oh yippee! 

Hannah:  Instead of you. 

Maurice:  Oh.  

Hannah:  Fabula, I shall be talking to the press today; you’ll be serving drinks and helping 

Tracey backstage.  

Fabula:  But Hannah, I’m Press and Publicity! It’s taken me time and effort to build up 

relationships with the reviewers!  

Hannah:  Good, that’s what I pay you to do. I shall talk to them about my new designs and 

vision. 

Fabula:  That’s my job. 

Hannah:  Your job is to do as you’re told! 



 

Maurice:  (To Fabula) They’ll all be on a bender anyway darling. 

Tracey:  But they’re Freddie’s designs! 

Hannah:  Don’t answer me back! Freddie is my assistant designer. He comes under the house 

label. (Grandly) I am the name; (Struts up and down) Gucci, Armani, Paul Smith, 

Victoria Beckham, Vivian Westwood, Stella McCartney, (Rolls the words in her 

mouth slowly) Maison d’Hannah. (Stands absorbed in wonder and self 

reverence.) 
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(All on stage stare at Hannah. Freddie after long pause of around 5 seconds, 

looks at his watch. Fabula after another couple of seconds - coughs) 

Freddie:  (Anxiously) Er, but if all goes well with the show today, and we get good reviews, 

Hannah’s agreed to make me a partner. 

Marigold:  You’re going to be a partner? 

Hannah:  (Ignores both of them. Looks at table with bottle, but no glasses.)Where’s 

Jobsworth with the glasses for the drinks? Has he gone to the North Pole, or the South 

Pole, or more likely The Slug and Lettuce!  

Freddie:  Bob does his best darling; he’s really in charge of the fabric cutting room. 

Hannah:  Well he’ll really be out of charge of the cutting room if he doesn’t get his finger out. 

And don’t let him get a whiff of the alcohol. I’m really concerned about his 

drinking…in fact… (Complains) You know I could do with a little support before 

my big day without all this answering back! 

Freddie:  (Hesitatingly) Come on darling, you’re overwrought; have you finished what you 

want to say? 

Hannah:  I’ve finished for now. Freddie can you get me a chamomile tea. 

Freddie:  Aren’t you out of teabags? 

Hannah:  I’ve re-stocked. 

Freddie:  Certainly. Your wish is my command. 

Hannah:  (Snaps) Are you being sarky? 

Freddie:  Chamomile tea coming up.  

(Freddie exits. Hannah exits after him) 

Tracey:  (Looks round to check Hannah is not overhearing) I don’t know how he puts up 

with her. That man’s a saint. 
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Fabula:  (Sarcastically looking at Marigold) Some people have more staying power. 

(Marigold ignores). 

Tracey:  His designs are a hundred times better than hers. I bet she doesn’t credit him, or if she 

does, it will be in teeny writing. 

Fabula:  She’s got a nasty habit of taking credit for other people’s work. Remember Hannah 

and the Handbags? That was the name of the singing group she was in before she 

dumped the other two handbags, and went off and made a hit single herself. ‘Going 

Places’ it was called. She stole that song - from someone who used to work for her. 

She used the royalties to set up this place. Freddie should watch she doesn’t dump 

him too. 

Maurice:  Left luggage must be getting a bit crowded, what with the other two handbags. Why 

Hannah and the Handbags? 

Fabula:  She’s got a thing about them, got hundreds. Never seems to throw any away. 

Maurice:  I’m exactly the same with underpants. The older they get, the softer they get. 

Tracey:  I really didn’t want to know that. 

Marigold:  Is it possible to get dressed? 

Tracey:  (Looks at Marigold’s eyes) Both your eyes look sore now. How on earth did you 

manage to poke yourself in both eyes? I’ll get you some drops. (Tracey and 

Marigold exit.)  

Maurice:  (To Fabula) What are those purple things on the carpet she had a fit about?; they just 

look like petals to me. 

Fabula:  (Looks) They are; they’re just petals from one of the table displays she asked me to 

get. Anything’s an excuse for her to have a hissy fit (remains on stage, looking at 

clipboard). 

Maurice:  Well I’d better go and tend to the zips: if you hear a scream, come running with the 

scissors!  

(Maurice exits) 

 



 

Scene 2 

Marigold:  (Peers around corner of stage and looks around to check Fabula is alone. Tiptoes 

over to her.) I’ve found it! 

Fabula:   What? 

Marigold:  The letter! The letter Mum (or whichever relation is best suited to match casting)- 

wrote to Hannah telling her about the song she’d written, and saying if it was good 

enough, Hannah could sing it. She didn’t say she was giving her the song, she just 

asked what she thought about it. 

Fabula:  Where was it? 

Marigold:  In a pocket right at the bottom of one of her handbags. (Retrieves letter from her 

bodice.) You could hardly see the pocket at all. Hannah must have forgotten she put 

it there.  

Fabula:  I thought I’d looked everywhere. Why are your eyes red? 

Marigold:  I made that thing up about the mascara brush. (Bites lip) I couldn’t help crying 

reading it; Mum was so naïve assuming if it was any good, Hannah would do the 

right thing and pay her, or share the royalties. (Starts crying) Here I go again; I don’t 

know if I can go on with her stupid show. 
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Fabula:  (Looks around. Says sharply.) Listen to me Marigold you’ve got to pull yourself 

together; pull yourself together for your Mum for once.  

Marigold:  Don’t get my back up saying that! I’m not just crying for Mum; I’m crying for all of 

us; because it’s torn the family apart; at least Mum’s drinking has. And what good 

will money do her now; she’ll only blow it on booze? 

Fabula:  It might help give her confidence back, her self esteem. It’s not too late. She’d always 

fancied herself as a song writer. It was a good song. (Bitter) That experience crushed 

her, especially from someone she trusted. She was so in awe of Hannah; proud of 

scrubbing her house out every week; doing her ironing. What chance did a single 

parent have against someone like her? 

Marigold:  (Pause) Aunty Fabula?… 

Fabula:  What? 

Marigold:  We’ve all suffered as a family because of it, haven’t we? 

Fabula:  (Sharply) Well you didn’t suffer much did you Marigold, because you cleared out as 

soon as your Mum’s drinking became a problem! 
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Marigold:  I had to get away! I was young, I wanted a life! When the modeling chance came up, 

I grabbed it with both hands.  

Fabula:  You did that alright! You left me to cope! Have you any idea what it’s like dealing 

with an alcoholic! No, you haven’t!  

Marigold:   And you never let me forget it! This is what I can’t stand; you lecturing me, trying to 

make me feel guilty! I would have cracked up at home. Look if we get money out of 

Hannah, why not split it three ways, you, me, and Mum. If we all have some, we can 

help her later financially. After all, it was me who found the letter. 

Fabula:   (Looks around) And it was me who got you this modeling assignment! 

Marigold:  Because you wanted my help! 

Fabula:  OK, let’s stop this, we’re not getting anywhere. Give me the letter, and I’ll confront 

Hannah. (Puts hand on letter and tugs) 

(Marigold tugs letter back) 

Fabula:  (Still tugging letter) She’s no idea who we are, and there’s no point exposing you as 

well; she’ll only blacklist you.  

Marigold:  (Gets control of letter) How do I know I can trust you?    

Fabula:  (Ambiguously) I’m your aunt, why shouldn’t you? 

Marigold:  (Looks troubled. Slowly rips letter  in half horizontally, hands one half to 

Fabula, and returns the other half to her bodice.) Show her this. Tell her the other 

half is in a safe place; half down payment. 

(Fabula takes the half letter with bad grace. Gives Marigold a look of 

disapproval, shaking head. Exits). 

Tracey:  (Enters and calls) Marigold come on, you need to get ready! I’ve got the eyedrops.  

Marigold:  Coming. (Exits) 

(Tracey remains on stage, checking garments on clothes rail.) 

 

 

 



 

Scene 3 

Bob:  (Enters with a tape measure round his neck, and glasses on a tray. Places tray on 

table at front of stage) Ay ay. 

Tracey:  Oh hello Bob. 

Bob:   Where does her ladyship want the glasses? 

Tracey:  We just need two for the scene where the models are relaxing in their evening 

clothes, sipping bubbly. I’ll take the tray.  

Bob:   Champagne eh? 

Tracey:  I doubt it’s the real McCoy, Hannah wouldn’t waste that on the models. 

Bob:  She’s only thinking of their own good darlin’. Think what fools they’d look if they 

fell over on the catwalk.  

Tracey:  You think she’s thinking of their good? 

Bob:  Now, now. You know I won’t hear one word against her. (Confidentially) We go 

way back Hannah and me. We had a bit of a fling going at one time, but she dumped 

me; my fault, the demon drink. But I think she’s an absolute bloomin’ marvel, the 

way she’s gone from a singing career, into something that she knows absolutely 

nothing about; never even drawn a caricature of a cat, never mind a dress, and made a 

go of it. She’s a winner that gal. And me, picking me up off the street as it were, and 

setting me to work again, and helping all the girls in the cutting room, single mums to 

a one.  

Tracey:  You’re the best cutter in the trade Bob, and she’s getting you for a snip. And the girls 

barely get minimum wage.  

Bob:  Fashion is a cut-throat business. At least we’ve got jobs.  I know which side my 

bread’s buttered Tracey. All those other designers, sending their cutting and making 

up work abroad, getting their material from some place you’ve never heard of; not 

her, loyalty is what matters to her; loyalty! And I’m loyal to her.  

Tracey:  Well let’s hope she deserves you. 

(Tracey exits. Bob looks at bottle of bubbly, and at the glasses on the tray. Looks 

around; fills one glass and proceeds to knock it back.)  

Freddie:  (Enters) Bob! What are you doing? 

Bob:  (Jumps mid drink and puts glass down) Oh - I was just getting Hannah a nice drink 

of bubbly! Er I’m sure she’s in need. You know how she always gets the jitters before 

a show. 

Freddie:  (Goes over and removes the glass from tray) I’ll save it for her later thank you – 

when we’re celebrating. The customers don’t want her breathing alcohol all over 

them do they? (Puts glass down on table.) 



 

Bob:   Why not? I wouldn’t mind. Better than garlic.  

Freddie:  Bob, you mustn’t drink at work! You know that’ll get you the sack. 

Bob:  I never drink when I’m working, cross my heart and hope to die.  I never let anything 

affect my work, you know that. Have I ever let you down over a job? 

Freddie:  No, no you haven’t. 

Bob:  There you are then! But I’m not working today as such, just helping out, so you won’t 

begrudge me a wee pre-celebratory tipple.  
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Freddie:  (Opens mouth as if to say something. Sees another petal on the floor - moves). 

Those flowers are dropping everywhere. Hannah gave us all a wigging because she 

thought they were sweet wrappers. They must be in the table arrangements. 

Bob:   (Looks) That looks like monks, monkswhatsit, to me; like larkspur, only not. 

(Bob and Freddie both peering at petal) 

Freddie:  Monkshood?  

Bob:  Yes, that’s the one. Old feller I knew used to grow them on his allotment. I shouldn’t 

touch it if I was you. 

Freddie:  Why not? 

Bob:   It can make you badly; proper badly. Did for him in the end.  

Freddie:  How? 

Bob:   Fell into a patch; must have got a mouthful. Newspaper called it the queen of poisons.  

Freddie:  Get a brush and dustpan Bob; I doubt anyone’s going to eat them, but we’d better be 

on the safe side. I’ll get Fabula to remove them from the table arrangements; put them 

in a bin bag in the kitchen.    

Bob:   Yes, don’t want anything to happen to my girl!  

(Bob exits) 

Freddie:  (Stands for a moment or two taking deep breaths, jiggles, then takes a sheet of 

paper from pocket and starts to rehearse a welcoming speech.) Good evening 

ladies and gentlemen, and a very warm welcome to the Maison d’Agneau autumn 

(make whichever season is relevant) fashion show - (he is interrupted by the 

entry of Hannah).  

Hannah:  (Enters drinking cup of tea) What on earth do you think you’re doing? 
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Freddie:  I’m riding a bicycle – what do you think? 

Hannah:  (Puts tea cup on table) I don’t know why you’re saying ‘good evening’, I’m 

introducing the show! 

Freddie:  But you said I could do it this time. You know I’ve written a speech. I read it to you, 

and you approved it. 

Hannah:  I’ve changed my mind. Some bits are OK and some aren’t; they don’t really reflect 

me. I’ve re-written it. I’ve kept some of your bits. Well just one. 

Freddie:  But it’s not just all about you is it Hannah?  

Hannah:  Yes it is. 

Freddie:  Do me the courtesy of remembering I created most of these designs. You knew 

nothing about fashion design when you started. You head hunted me, and I’ve 

worked my socks off for this label! 

Hannah:  Head hunted? You were unemployed. 

Freddie:  It er takes time to build up a reputation. I was looking for somewhere I could 

maximize my creative potential, and you said come to me, and I did. 

Hannah:  And we’ve never looked back have we Freddikins. (Gives him a little kiss).But I 

want to make one thing absolutely clear; Maison d’Agneau is mine; you help me, but 

I’m the person behind the name. I pay you, you are an employee. 

Freddie:  I hardly get minimum pay! I agreed to work for peanuts so we could forge ahead with 

the brand. You promised me a partnership if this next show was a success!  

Hannah:  I said I’d think about a partnership – and –  

(Hannah sees Freddie is upset)  

Hannah: – look, if this show goes well, I’m going to float Maison d’Agneau on the stock 

market, and I’m going to give you some shares. That’s the same as a partnership isn’t 

it? And we’re partners in other ways aren’t we sweetie?  

(Hannah puts her head on Freddie’s shoulder). 

Freddie:   (Suspiciously) How many shares? 

Hannah:  We’ll have to see won’t we. We’ll have to see if the press like your designs as much 

as they like mine. (Gives him a little pat) Now run along and let me rehearse my 

speech. 

Freddie:  (Crossly) Honestly Hannah you’re enough to drive a man to drink!  

(Freddie exits with glass of bubbly from table.) 

Hannah:  (To self) You won’t be the first honeybun. (Remains on stage.) 

 



 

Scene 4 

Hannah:  (Composes herself, smiles. She is rehearsing her welcome speech. Faces 

audience.) Good evening ladies and gentlemen and welcome to ‘Maison d’Agneau’, 

the fashion house that’s all about purity of mind, body, spirit and material. Our 

garments are made from100% natural fibres, sourced and made up as locally as 

possible, from the finest UK hemp, to the purest wool herds of the Cheviot hills. My 

inspiration comes from –  

 (Charlie enters) 

Charlie:  I’m glad you mentioned that Mrs. 
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Hannah:  (Sharply) Who are you? 

Charlie:  There’s not many that recognizes me cleaned up. But I scrubs up well, if I says so 

myself. I’m Charlie, Charlie Cheviot the sheep farmer. You took one of my sheep as, 

what did you call it, your muse. 

Hannah:  (Sharply) What are you doing here? We’re about to have a major fashion show! 

Charlie:  I know you are, that’s why we’ve come!  

Hannah:  Who’s we?  

Charlie:   I’ve been all day bathing her; she’ll do you proud. 

Hannah:  Bathing who? 

Charlie:  Cindy of course, who do you think? 

Hannah:  (Suspicious) Who the hell is Cindy?  

Charlie:  Cindy the sheep. 

Hannah:  Why have you been bathing her? 

Charlie:  Why do you think? 

Hannah:  Because she was dirty? 

Charlie:  Well yes, I bathed her because she was a bit weathered. I don’t like to do it too often.  

You don’t want to wash the natural oils away.  

Hannah: (Loudly) Why are you here, talking gobbledygook!? 

Charlie:  Isn’t that turkeys? 

Hannah:  Am I going mad?  
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Charlie:  (Reassuring) Well if you are, stroking sheep is very calming. Very therap – therap – 

good for you; at one with nature. Proved to lower your blood pressure. I’ll go and get 

her. (Moves towards dressing room).  

Hannah:   (Shouts) Do not get her. Let her stay in her field, eat grass, have a nice day! 

Charlie:  Don’t you shout at me Mrs; you’ll upset Cindy, she’ll hear you. 

Hannah:   (Shouts) She must have very good hearing if she can hear me from her field! 

Charlie:  She’s not in her field; she’s just down the corridor. Two very nice ladies and a 

gentleman are looking after her. 

Hannah:  (Overwrought) She’s not in with the models! Please tell me she’s not exuding her 

exude all over my beautiful fashions! 

Charlie:  Well you never know with sheep, but she’s usually pretty good; unless she gets 

excited, and then they’re only like pellets. 

Hannah:  (Shouts) Get out! Take your sheep and get out! I don’t want you here at my fashion 

show, I didn’t invite you here at my fashion show -  (she is interrupted) 

Charlie:   (Shouts) When you got Cindy to come and be photographed with you all, when you 

had your big opening, you made me a lot of promises. (Goes to clothes stand; pokes 

around with his stick, looking at garments).  

Hannah:  (Goes over to him) Don’t touch those! 

Charlie:  (Still looking at garments quizzically. Shouts)You said you’d be ordering a lot of 

fleece from my flock, for your suits and suchlike, and that we should come to your 

show, because she’s your logo. You said you’d make her a star. (Points to garments) 

Well I haven’t had any orders for my fleece, and now you’re pretending you don’t 

know nothing about it. Cindy is going to be mort upset about this. 

Hannah:  (Shouts) Cindy will have absolutely no idea what we’re talking about; she’s a sheep! 

Charlie:  Well that just shows how much you know about sheep, and particularly Cindy! 

Maurice:  (Enters in dressing gown) Oh hello, does anyone know where I can find a brush and 

shovel? Actually someone else had better do it; doesn’t really go with the cream 

trousers. 

Hannah:  (Dramatically) I think I might faint! 

Maurice:  Oh it’s all under control; Tracey has made a nappy for her from one of the scarves. 

(Exits) 

Hannah:  (Struggling to remain in control) Look I’ll put an order in for some wretched wool 

tomorrow. Please just go! The scarves are one of my designs. 

Charlie:  Well I’m going to stay for the show, but if Cindy has disgraced herself, I’ll put her in 

the truck with a nice net of hay. That’s fair enough. And I don’t want that order 

tomorrow; I want that order today! We farmers are fed up with being walked all over. 



 

And if you kick up I’ve got half a dozen friends who can all come over with their 

sheep, and they haven’t been bathed --- or the sheep! (Exits.) 

Bob:  (Enters with dustpan. He passes Charlie on way – unless doubling!) Ey up 

Charlie. 

Charlie:  Oh ay ay Bob. 

(If Bob is doubling as Charlie, the following piece can be prerecorded by 

Charlie, and played while he is changing into Bob. Or for fun, the recording 

could be used anyhow. During this time, Hannah listens, paces, reacts. Optional 

insert. SFX. Idea is of sounds receding as sheep and Charlie proceed down 

corridor and out. SFX. Irate sheep sounds.) 

Charlie:  (Off) I’m sorry Cindy. I told her you’d be mort upset about this. Come on into the 

truck. I’ve got a nice -- (interrupted) 

(SFX. A crash.) 

Charlie:  (Off) I know, I know, it’s not fair. She said she’d make you a star, and you’ve had a 

bath an’ all. Don’t take the door with you there’s a good girl – (interrupted)  

(SFX. A crash.) 
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Charlie:  (Off) Oh 

(SFX. Irate sheep sounds.) 

Charlie:  (Off) You look beautiful to me and – what’s that in your mouth? A dress? 

(SFX. Ripping sound.) 

Charlie:  (Off) Oh – that’s torn it. No – not that way – not in there 

(SFX. A bang.) 

Charlie:  (Off) Now reverse gently , no reverse – 

(SFX. Scraping sound.) 

Charlie:  (Off) - Oh 

(SFX.  Irate sheep sounds.) 

Charlie:  (Off) Steady girl, steady – don’t run --- don’t run – mind the table 

(SFX. Crash. SFX. Clattering of hooves receding. SILENCE. SFX. (Clattering of 

hooves returning.) 

Charlie:  (Calls. Off.) Cindy – look at this lovely cabbage I’ve got for you. 
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(SFX. Clattering of hooves receding Bob (Enters if doubling.**(End of optional 

insert). 

Bob:   (Sees Hannah is upset) Anything up? I thought I heard some argy bargy. 

(Freddie enters unnoticed.) 

Hannah:  Oh Bob, (Sheds a tear or two on his shoulder) that awful man’s here with his sheep.  

Bob:  (Puts arm around her shoulders) What old Charlie? He’s alright sweetheart; he’s a 

nice man. And his sheep won’t hurt you, they’re all vegetarians. I saw him in the er 

(coughs) church, the other day, and I remembered that we get the wool for our suit 

material from him, and I told him you was having a show. Actually he couldn’t 

remember that you’d been orderin’ from him. I told him it must be a mix up.  

Hannah:  (Lifts head from his shoulder abruptly) You invited him! 

Bob:  (Defensive) Well I mentioned it. I recognised him from your opening. I remember 

you saying how important local was for you, and how it was all home industry here 

and suchlike. That is right isn’t it sweetheart? 

Freddie:  (Steps forward) Haven’t you told Bob and Charlie that you’re ordering from the Far 

East now?  

Bob:   What! 

Freddie:  Haven’t you noticed the labels on the bales Bob?  

Hannah:  (Sharply) Keep your mouth shut Freddie! Nobody asked you to butt in!  

Freddie:  I’m sorry but it’s best to be honest Hannah. It’s not fair to pull the wool over people’s 

eyes.  

Hannah:  There’s a time for everything, and that time isn’t now! (Shouts) And what I order has 

nothing to do with you, or Bob, or Charlie, or their sheep, or their cows, or their pigs!  

I order as locally as possible; as possible. (To Bob) You - get those sheep droppings 

up pronto, and --  (looks towards her cup - shouts) Freddie get me more tea!  

Freddie:  Chamomile or fennel teabag darling? 

Hannah:  (Shouts) Fennel; I need to detox after that horrible farmer and his sheep! (Sweeps 

out.) 

(SFX. Sheep bleating) 

Bob:   I’m gutted I am! I never thought she’d go down that road.  

Freddie:  Look Bob, I don’t want to be the messenger of doom and gloom, but while we’re at 

it, I’d better let you know that Hannah’s been looking into getting everything done in 

the Far East. It’s best to be prepared if it comes to it.  

Bob:   (With disbelief) What, the lot?; samples, cutting, making up, trimming?   

Freddie:  Yes.  



 

Bob:   The last blinkin’ belly button? 

Freddie:  And zip.  

Bob:  (Loud, upset) But why? We can’t cost much more than somebody at the other end of 

the bloomin’ planet; think of all the petrol it takes to get it there and back! Think of 

the eco hoofprint! An’ what about this then; I even invented this little hand gadget 

that cuts, and sews around button holes nice and neat.  

(Bob removes from pocket a small object that could fit the bill; makes a small 

cutting and sewing motion with hand. Freddie takes gadget and looks)  

Freddie:  (Shrugs shoulders regretfully and hands back gadget) Well I wouldn’t know about 

that Bob. 
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Bob:   Oh I’m wounded to the heart! Oh what am I going to tell my girls? What about me? 

Freddie:  It will give you all a chance to look at your options Bob. It may not happen, but it’s 

the way the industry’s going generally. I’d better get Her Majesty her tea.  

(Freddie exits with teacup from table.) 

Bob:  (Stands for a moment looking tragic) Well, I hope it ruddy well chokes her! (He 

looks at glasses and bottle on table. Fills a glass, knocks it back. Looks at the 

bottle and his glass. Fill it up again, knocks it back. Fills it up again and carries 

it off with bottle.  

(Bob exits) 
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Scene 5 

(For Catwalk scenes, it may be smoother for models to get scarves and gloves 

themselves from a chair tucked below clothes rail. Hats maybe at each end of 

rail. Waistcoats or similar hanging on rail. Integrate without fuss into sequence. 

These scenes will need to be choreographed to music. Don’t make too long 

winded.) 

Tracey:  (Enters talking. Tracey has an ulterior motive for wanting another rehearsal of 

Hannah’s assessories.) Right one last rehearsal of the accessories range.  

Marigold:  (Enters) But we’ve already done these. 

Tracey:  This is Hannah’s range, and it has to be spot on. 

(Maurice enters. Lifts up one foot and then another, inspecting soles.) 

Tracey:  You haven’t trodden in anything? 

(Marigold lifts up her shoes to check too.) 

Maurice:  I don’t think so; but I won’t be eating any chocolate drops today. 

Tracey:  Let’s get on. I’ll start the music (presses a remote of some kind and the music 

comes on).  

(SFX. ‘Let it Snow’ by Dean Martin. Let tune play loudly for very beginning of 

song, up to a couple of ‘Let it Snow’ lines, for audience to hear which song is 

playing. Models bop gently in rhythm to music, while waiting for signal from 

Tracey to start.) 

Tracey:   And off you go Marigold. 

(Option to throw polystyrene snow over Marigold as she passes. SFX. as 

Marigold begins modeling, lower music to allow Tracey’s commentary to be 

heard.) 

Tracey:  (Can read commentary from printed page if desired. Speak directly to audience, 

really selling the garments to them) And here is Marigold wearing the signature 

Maison d’Agneau gloves; just the thing for chilly autumn evenings.  

(Maurice comes forward to model his gloves.) 

Tracey:  Maurice is wearing a matching pair; what a lovely pair. 

Maurice:  I hope this is meant to be ironic. 

Tracey: This is what Hannah’s written (taps page). Just get on with it. (Resumes 

commentary) And what goes with gloves, why scarves. 

(Marigold and Maurice elegantly collect scarves. Marigold comes forward – 

poses, parades, strokes scarf etc). 



 

Tracey:  (Commentary) And what a selection we have for you. (A little smile to self) And 

one less now it’s been used as a nappy for a sheep. I won’t say that to the audience by 

the way. (Continues narrating) And although he’s got her love to keep him warm. 

(Maurice comes forward) 

Tracey:  (Commentary) Maurice is wearing a matching scarf. Just the thing for these chilly 

mornings. 

Maurice:  (Parades, maybe posing with and passing Marigold in centre of catwalk) What 

have we got now, bedsocks? 

Tracey:  Stop messing about, you know perfectly well what you’ve got.  

(Maurice and Marigold put their hats on.) 

Tracey:  (Narrating) And what goes with gloves and scarves, why hats, and all made of 

lovely locally sourced wool from our very own sheep. 

(Marigold parades in outlandish hat, nodding here and there, posing. Maurice 

Joins Marigold on catwalk.)  

Tracey:  And what do we need with our gloves, scarves and hats, why don’t forget your 

waistcoat. (Or any other kind of easy to put on outer garment.) 

Maurice:  Tracey I think we should be renamed Janet and John from the 1950’s.  

(Maurice narrates and Marigold joins in with the lark, mirroring Maurice’s 

actions.)  
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Maurice: And now Janet and John are going for a walk in their brand new waistcoats; oh no 

they’ve met Bill the bully from school; Billy wants to thump them and they run. Oh 

no Janet slips over in the mud, and John falls into a cowpat; will they make it, or will 

their waistcoats be ruined? Find out in our next exciting episode. 

Tracey:  Put your waistcoats on and stop it!  

(Maurice and Marigold put on their waistcoats. Marigold comes forward and 

parades) 

Tracey:   You’ll notice with our waistcoats that you won’t want to take them off, because they 

feel so luxurious and light.  

(Maurice comes forward to join Marigold on catwalk. Maurice and Marigold 

both begin to itch, acting as if uncomfortable.) 

Tracey:   In fact you’ll probably forget you’ve got them on altogether because they’re so lightly 

spun, in fact, they feel as light as a bee, and that’s because of the .. (Interrupted). 
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Marigold:  (Stands stock still. Shouts.) There is a bee; there’s a bee on my neck! Oh it’s 

stinging! 

Maurice:  (Whacking area around his head) There’s one on my head; get it off! Get it off! 

Tracey:  (Goes to look. Inspects Marigold and Maurice’s neck and head.) Relax, there’s 

nothing there! It looks like prickly heat. It must be something in the fabric. (Presses 

remote button to stop music.) 

(SFX. music slurs to an abrupt halt.) 

Maurice:  (To Tracey) Is this the latest trend? Pain!    

Marigold:  Oh it’s horrible; it feels like thistles. It can’t be from Cindy, she was beautifully soft.  

Maurice:  Lummy, it’s hot! Is it spreading? (Looks down his shirt. Starts shedding waistcoat, 

scarf, gloves, hat, into a pile.) 

Marigold:  (Looks down dress) Oh no! (While also shedding outer garments, the half letter 

falls to the floor; she does not notice it. Make sure it lands in a place where Bob 

will spot it, and easily pick it up in next scene.) 

Tracey:   Don’t panic! I’m going to get Freddie!  

(Tracey exits hurriedly.) 

Marigold:  I’m going in the shower!  

(Marigold runs offstage.) 

Maurice:  Me too. Wait for me!  

(Maurice runs off.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Scene 6 

(Tracey enters and approaches piles of clothing on floor. Freddie enters looking 

harassed)  

Tracey:  They said they felt a bit itchy as soon as they started putting on the accessories, and 

the waistcoats just about put the cap on it, so to speak. -- I’ve heard on the grapevine 

Hannah’s been cutting back on the quality of the material. 

Freddie:  Where did you hear that? 

Tracey:  I er think Bob told me. 

Freddie:  I didn’t think he knew. 
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Tracey:  Perhaps it was that sheep farmer, Charlie.  

Freddie:  How would he know? Unless – (Interrupted by Tracey.) 

Tracey:  It’s true then!  

Freddie:  Look Tracey, Hannah does the ordering. They don’t play her song much on the radio 

anymore. You know the song that made her the money, ‘Going Places’? Finances are 

tight. Is it only the accessories and waistcoats that are affected – or the whole range? 

Tracey:  It seems to be just the er accessories and waistcoats. 

Freddie:  (Says slowly) So – it’s just Hannah’s designs? 

Tracey:  It er seems to be.  

Freddie:  That’s a bit odd don’t you think? I mean there’s a lot of the same material in my 

range too. (Stands puzzling for a second or two. Looks down at piles of clothes; 

picks up an item and examines it.) There’s grey dust on them! (Gingerly rubs his 

finger into dust. Drops item.) It’s itching powder. Someone’s deliberately sprinkled 

itching powder on them!  

Tracey:  (Innocently) Itching powder? 

Freddie:  Someone played a prank on me at school once. I recognize it! 

Tracey:  Oh. Perhaps it was Charlie when he was in the room with his sheep? 

Freddie:  But he wouldn’t have known which designs were Hannah’s. And it would be a bit of 

an own goal for Maurice and Marigold. 

Tracey:  You should see their blotches! 

Freddie:  Tracey I know how loyal to are to me, but you haven’t taken things too far have you? 
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Tracey:  (Blurts out upset) You know she uses you don’t you. You’ve got twice the talent she 

has. It’s your show; but she’ll take all the credit. I’m glad her stuff is ruined! You 

know she’ll dump you when it suits her, the same way that she dumps everyone!  

Freddie:  She won’t dump me; you see we’re engaged to be married. 

Tracey:  (Shocked) You’re joking! 

Freddie:  We’re keeping it secret. What you see is the business side of our relationship.  

Tracey:  You mean there’s another side!  

Freddie:  It might seem strange, but I’ve got a real thing about powerful women. Bit of a 

weakness of mine I suppose (sighs).  Tracey I’m telling you this because 

(interrupted by Bob) --- 

(Freddie and Tracey stand transfixed) 

Bob:  (Singing aggressively off stage a few lines of ‘I’ve Been a Wild Rover’ or other 

song. Enters singing, carrying brush and dustpan. Announces roughly) I’ve 

brought you the drush and bustpan. (Shoves brush and dustpan at Freddie.) Here 

you h’are for the sheet’s bloppings. (Spots the half letter by pile of clothes, picks it 

up unsteadily. Make this clue noticeable.) Oh paper blopping. (Exits singing 

roughly holding Marigold’s half letter). 

Freddie:  (Agitated) Good grief he’s as drunk as a lord! Look, the customers and the press will 

be here before we know it. Get rid of those clothes – no, I’ll do it; you look after the 

models. Get the aloe vera! Get them ready to go on! (Shoves brush and dustpan at 

her.) 

Tracey:  Are you going to tell Hannah about the itching powder? 

Freddie:  No I’ll just slit my throat, that’ll be the easiest option. Honestly Tracey – (takes deep 

breath and speaks quieter, although stressed) oh never mind, I’ll think of 

something. Desperation makes one creative. 

Tracey:  (Upset but helpful) You could tell her the sheep pooed on them. (Exits) 

(Freddie looks around for something to put clothes into – then in a fluster picks 

up the whole lot and carries them as far away from himself as possible. 

Exits.SFX. Selected music to indicate interval, if there is to be one.) 

 

INTERVAL OPPORTUNITY IF ONE IS REQUIRED 

 



 

Act 2 

Scene 1 

 

(Maurice enters in dressing gown) 

Hannah:  (Enters furious) Where’s Tracey? What’s this I hear about my beautiful new range 

being ruined? 

Maurice:  I’d rather you asked, what’s this I hear about Maurice’s beautiful skin being ruined!  

Hannah:  Your stupid skin will recover! My accessories were unique, and now I can’t show 

them to the world today.  

Maurice:  (Indignant) My skin is not stupid Hannah, it’s highly intelligent, and it can tell when 

it comes across something it doesn’t like. And your accessories it does not like! 

Hannah:  (Sneers) I’m not interested in your skin. I can get a hundred of you, but I can’t get 

any more of my designs for today’s show! 

Maurice:  Well you should be interested in my skin, because my face and my body are my 

fortune! (Dramatically) I shall have to go into purdah until I’m healed. What if I 

pucker, or blotch? Oh who’ll want a model covered in ugly blotches? I hope you’re 

covered by insurance! 
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Hannah:  (Dismissively) Oh you’re just one ugly blotch Maurice, and I’m sure whatever it is, 

didn’t give you, crow’s feet – and bandy legs!  

Maurice:  (Highly indignant) How dare you! If you’re going to be bitchy, your designs are 

about as original as someone else’s last season’s. In fact they are someone else’s last 

season’s! 

(Tracey enters)  

Maurice:  (To Tracey dramatically) I’m going to lie down in the changing room before I 

commit a murder. (Sweeps out.) 

Hannah:  (Shouts accusingly) What have you done to my designs? 

Tracey:  What have I done? I should think it’s something in the cheap material you’ve been 

ordering. 

Hannah:  Something that miraculously hasn’t affected Freddie’s designs? 

(Tracey opens her mouth, but says nothing.) 

Hannah:  You’re behind this! You’re fired! You can get out now!  

Freddie:  (Enters with glass of bubbly, puts on table). Don’t blame Tracey. It was itching 

powder. It was probably Charlie, so you’d buy his wool.  
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Hannah:  (Shouts) Why are you sticking up for her? You should be sticking up for me. She 

should never have allowed him into the changing room, never mind his damned 

sheep! 

Tracey:  You should see the size of Cindy! 

(Fabula enters.) 

Hannah:  I have no wish to ever set sight on Cindy! And - (interrupts herself to address 

Fabula.) 

Hannah:  (Fiercely) Where the hell have you been? 

Fabula:  I’ve been checking the flower arrangements for monkshood. Freddie said to put them 

in a bin bag because  – (interrupted.) 

Hannah:  I told you to help Tracy, and be backstage. A maniac and his sheep have ruined my 

collection!  

Fabula:  But Freddie asked me to. 

Hannah:  Since when did Freddie’s instructions supersede mine? I pay your wages, you answer 

to me. (To Freddie) I told her to help backstage, how dare you countermand my – 

(interrupted.) 

Freddie:  It’s poisonous, the petals are poisonous! 

Hannah:  Well the audience is hardly likely to sit and snack on them are they! I’m assuming the 

audience isn’t as moronic as my staff!  

Freddie:  (Reasonably) Hannah, darling, let’s dial the stress levels here before the press and 

the public come in. Come on everyone, relaxation exercises, let’s do this. Don’t let’s 

spoil it. Now take a nice deep breath – that includes you Tracey. Shoulders up to your 

ears, right up, and drop.  

(Others do not join in).  

Freddie: Now jiggle everything.  

Tracey:  (Upset) I’m not in the mood for jiggling! I’m going to get the models ready. (Sweeps 

out.) 

Hannah:  (Bursts out to Freddie) I’ve a good mind to scrap the whole thing. This just seems to 

be the all about Freddie show. 

Freddie:  (Reasonably) Hannah, you’ve invited some very influential customers. As you 

pointed out yourself, it doesn’t matter who drew the designs. Maison d’Agneau is 

your label. They’ve all come to see you. Now then, Bob saved you some bubbly, he 

knows how uptight you get before a show, (hands her the glass from table) have a 

little sip. I think he emptied the bottle himself unfortunately. I left him slumped over 

the kitchen table with a cup of black coffee. 

(Hannah takes a few sips, then slaps Freddie’s face.)  



 

Freddie:  Why did you do that! 

Hannah:  (Shouts) Because you’re being so damned reasonable! (Stamps foot in rage.) And I 

can’t stand reasonable men! Now go and get me a tea! 

Freddie:  (Silent for a moment, then voice shakes as he struggles to remain reasonable.) 

I’m going to get ready, (shouts) before I do something I regret!  

(Freddie exits) 

Hannah:  (Shouts to Fabula) Don’t stand there like a stranded fish, go and help backstage! 

Fabula:  Just before I go, I want you to read this, and I’ve taken a photocopy. (Hands her the 

half letter.) 

Hannah:   It’s just half a letter. 
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Fabula:  Read it. 

Hannah:   (Reads) It says, ‘I think you’ll like it. Try it if you think it might be any good.’ What 

was it, a tin of pilchards? 

Fabula:  You know very well what it was, from the signature at the bottom! The top half of the 

letter contains the name of the song you stole from my sister - ‘Going Places’. 

(Accusingly) You owe us quite a lot of money in royalties! 

Hannah:  So where’s the other half? 

Fabula:  Somewhere you’ll never find it! 

Hannah:  Well, there you’re wrong again, because I found it screwed up on the kitchen floor 

near the bin; the best place for rubbish if you ask me!  

Fabula:  I don’t believe you! Marigold’s got it! 

Hannah:  Marigold? Oh, so that’s why you recommended her. Well she hasn’t anyway. It’s 

been burned. And after the show you can both get out! 

Fabula:  (Passionately with shaking voice) You destroyed my sister, I could kill you!  

(Fabula exits.) 

Hannah:  (To self) Staff! (Yells) Freddie, where’s my tea! 

(SFX music, possibly extract from ‘Fashion’ by David Bowie, to denote a short 

period of time passing; and while Hannah possibly changes dress.) 
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Scene 2 

Hannah:  (As Hannah enters, she finishes her last drop of tea, and sticks her arm out for 

someone to receive the empty cup backstage. Goes to central stage and faces 

audience). Good evening ladies and gentlemen and welcome to Maison d’Agneau, 

the fashion house that’s all about purity of mind, body, spirit and material. Our 

garments are made from100% natural fibres, sourced and made up as locally as 

possible, from the finest UK hemp, to the purest wool herds (interrupted) 

Charlie:  (Shouts offstage) Flocks  

Hannah:  Of the Cheviot hills. My inspiration comes from the world of nature itself. Tonight 

one of our own farmers, Mr Charles (interrupted) 

Charlie:  (Shouts offstage) Charlie. 

Hannah:  and his adorable sheep Cynthia. 

Charlie:  (Shouts) Cindy! 

Hannah:  Are here – (grits teeth) as you can hear. -- I hope you like my designs, which are all 

about today’s living. (Grandly) As you all know I was in the singing business 

formerly, and in the words of my hit song, Going Places, my designs will carry you 

to all the very best places. I hope you enjoy my little show. There will be 10% 

discount off orders placed directly after the show. (Hannah sits in a chair by table 

at front of stage to watch ‘her show’.) 

(Tracey enters and stands at back of stage, opposite end to Hannah. SFX. 

Modern catchy music with a strong beat begins for Marigold and Maurice to 

parade individually up and down the catwalk to, and then together. Maurice and 

Marigold model stylishly: just one outfit each needed. Can just be hat and 

cloak/wrap. Choreograph movements. Lights can be used to effect if the venue 

has them.. Hannah after a short while her eyes close. After the models have gone 

up and down the catwalk a couple of times, her head begins to loll in a very 

noticeable way.) 

Tracey:  (Tiptoes at back of models, over to Hannah.) Hannah, are you alright? Hannah. 

(Gives her a little shake.) 

(Maurice and Marigold still modeling). 

Tracey:  (Shakes Hannah harder and speaks loudly) Hannah.!  

(Hannah slumps with her eyes open. She could then flop forwards or slide from 

chair. Interpret in safest manner for actor. Tracey gives a good loud scream. 

SFX. Music comes to a grinding halt. Marigold and Maurice stop mid parade.) 

Freddie:  (Enters) What’s wrong? 

Fabula:  (Enters) Did someone scream? 

Bob:   (Enters) Somethin’ up? 



 

Tracey:  It’s Hannah ---  

Freddie:  I’ll call an ambulance. 

Tracey:  It’s too late, she’s dead! 

(Cast freeze in shocked poses until Monsieur Parrot or Miss Marbles comes 

forward and speaks first sentence. It’s useful if the detective stands in front of 

the ‘corpse’, so they can leave stage.)  

Parrot: And so my friends, we come to the end of our reconstruction of murder at House 

L’Agneau. I am going to call the characters to come before you, apart from the corpse 

naturellement, and see what they have to say for themselves. Come here all of you  

(cast assemble in a line).  

Parrot: Where is Monsieur Charlie --- (beckons Charlie up) come along, you are a suspect 

as well. And Cindy, is she a suspect? I think not; we will leave her where she is. If 

Bob is doubling as Charlie, he should be first in line up, and when he has finished his 

piece, ask if he should fetch his pal Charlie. After changing, he should return as 

Charlie, and go round to be interrogated. After a while, he should return backstage, 

and change back to Bob, and be interrogated as Bob. At finish of interrogations he 

joins line up as Bob. Charlie can be said to be busy with his sheep.) 

(Cast one by one they say who they are, and a line or two of what they think 

about Hannah’s murder. If they didn’t like her, they can say so!) 
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Parrot:  Now Mesdames and Messieurs we hope that you can solve this puzzling case for us. 

To assist you in your enquiries, we will send our actors round, to re-enact the witness 

statements. But mark my words, among the cast is the murderer. And it is the 

murderer who will not be truthful in answering your questions! Everyone else will tell 

the truth. Now the table who gets to the truth with the most detail will be the winner. 

Who had the means, the motive, and the opportunity to commit this dastardly crime? 

Interrogate all your witnesses. Each table will have 3 minutes with each suspect. 

When a bell rings, they will move on. Remember, it will be the table who gives the 

best detail of who did it, how they did it, why they did it, and where they did it, who 

will be the winners. Bon chance mes amis.  
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